Study Factor according to the effect of Violence in family
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Abstract- Violence in the family which is the one of the most important problem, until nowadays and may occur in every family. It is a crime, not affected with the only one person but also other people and stability of whole societies. Because of without moral. The objectives of this research were to study the relation of relevant factor violence in family societies both physical and mental. Questionnaire was used as tool to collected data, and contained with theories laws. The research was conducted with head of family with in Thapra sub – district Bangkok – yai Bangkok for a total of 500 families Eventually, the data were analyzed by static tool such as frequency percentage, mean, standard deviation, chi – square and persons correlation coefficient. The level of significance at .05 was used to test hypothesis. According to the testing hypothesis of this research found that, there were 3 factors, including, gender, age level of education, occupation in come of family and spouse relationship related to physical violence and the other factors did not relate to both physical mental violence.
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I. Introduction

Social family must be the first important because they were close among member with in family. They consist of father mother and children then get warming according to Dhamma for a householder mean layman Dhamma 4 as follow, 1) truth mean the fact with in householder members, 2) passive mean inactive for all emotion, 3) patience mean endurance for all condition both internal and external, 4) giving mean give something for care to each other. Family violent was continue and concern problems not only one person but for family. It was social problems for a long time but social not to give attention for them at all. There were family violent rather regarded to be individual problem and just for family only. Another people should not participate, and then ravel measure for prevent family violent as one of criminal. So that, it was been support hidden family violent I social then it will be more and more next.

Domestic Violence means all action as attacked member in family to get hurt both physical and mental. It was by mean violent behavior such as sexual violate and push heart attack for family member event husband wife children or adults. There were many cases of violent example husband hit wife or many women were attacked from their couple. Parents or stronger attack ancestors or old people event body weakness persons. Those all conclude depend on economic social. But for wife attacked husband has been least.

However, the keynote as should be realized mean family was close up with children for long term. Then if have some violent in family and society, that mean children or teenage in family
must be got victim for those criminal. In the same time, using violent in family was been criminal for the most children especially for children in society. They were may know other behavior criminal. By the present Thailand was concerning more violent which point that for one degeneracy in social. That mean problems for doing mistake for children among 7-18-year-old. There were used violent behavior that no different from adult in society too.

The interesting keynote so that, children and teenage doing violent because of their families in society or not. N the other hand, family violent have reflective to mistake for children or not. There were many violent took place all Thai society. From some news report family violent in B.E. 2548 of women friend foundation found that, there were more people request consultant rather all occupations and all revel of education. That mean, it was has some family violent case plus more from year 2547 as 22 percentage. That is mean violent enlarge more and more.

The important was just a little bit news happened. By the fact there were more violent that take place in family. Only that is not want to any news. Because that news will be changed life for minus. Then it may suspiciously and worry for worse case women friend foundation, 2547. Then those women who suffer from their husband or darling then social should know that case common for family. Governors should be mediated for couple compromise more than manage send them go to court. By mean of, physical in family violent that means social harm as cannot seen. It was one criminal as happened with in roof of house as other people think that should more save. Therefore, this criminal case as very hard for preventing. Because of the most doers were family members. So that, it should be carefully or oneself prevent should be minded before overlook. That will be result for doing more violent until to be criminal cases.

When we consider for Study Factor according to the effect of Violence in family as concern with family violent as follows,

2.1 Social Structure, Thai social should be for Patriarchy or thinking system by emphasize power for man only. Though, social have the opinion of man power more than woman by mean that father was chief of family. He has right for rule over family including using violent system to command people in family as set too. So that, all these cases look like for still be in Thai society.

2.2 Risk factor system and social context by intimate society, it was source support violent as follow location for single house then poorly and earning until not mind for other. Some of value in society that look down woman weaken than man and then living by lonely for women. There where been violent more another society as without these problems.

2.3 Believing about relation for member in family, Thai has culture about thoughtful respect and care for adoration for other’s right. So that, compromising harmony among family mean not to interfere other family especially for among person in family too. Those who were owner family would not like to interfere case in family also.

2.4 Relationship among person at home, that is chief of family who rule over at home especially for property and manage right for expenditure and other family. Then that way will show for other people accept by satisfaction.

2.5 Factor for individual that mean data for relationship between couple woman and man. Then mostly man more making violent than woman by individual character about violent before. Therefore, when they were children may be ever to sue weapon or owner too. Some of them may be ever taking drug or have some serious from work for everyday life or lost position such as workless. Some of them may be have no skills for refrain anger and confliction. So that, coping for serious which commonly for people will have to confront those problems by fact the way.
Factor from 5 cases study have concerned with violent in family as mention before. They must be factor as concern about violent in 4 revels were revel of social society family and members. There were by mean of them had been for Risk Factor which bring to doing violent in family.

Though, in issues for problems violent in family will be reduced if society help for look for helpful and restrain for nearly happening in their places. Then society should have been participated and known for their family matter. Therefore, to reduce some problems as consider by issues as follow,

(1) Social structure must be accepted right for equally between man and woman then accept about difference for sex. There were problems as bring for doing violent in family. If social accept that man must be more power then look at violent for common in family. So that, objective of society that want to family to strong will be accept less.

(2) Society and context have for Proactive Factor that family were beat for violent or not. Example stronger society network society people in society should have been happiness for their lives. Then social standard as have some influence for family and member of family should have to help for prevent and suppress all violent way. Because of if those societies not have any participation, then family violent should be cannot escape also.

(3) Therefore, when societies have action role then considerate case right respecting for other will take place. Then by case as within family should be by without concerning from outside that mean will keep family relation lasting.

(4) Family as society have participated and take care for no violent that mean man gets more power in house and have influence for all activities in family. Although, other families from that zone revere and consent for miss power then there were cases suitable or not.

(5) Outside people from family could be consider or not that those who doing violent for member in family. There were have base on how different such as social living factor and factor for environment as suitable for concern or not.

Family violent hat social must be learn about family studies from crisis and all media. Polemical subject between husband and wife or children in family. There where been from many source examples serious for budget working environment druncker and other drug taking etc. The most of all wife and children were have been for doing violent until get hurt both physical and mental too.

Concept for family relation about power and ranking, they show continue for using violent by themselves. Therefore, they can control and doing violent for family members also. Then when we consider about senior that concern for role and duty of man and woman. Then we could find that many institution event economies social politics and religions most agree with that senior system making man have more power than woman for married lives as all cases. So that, these social cases show man has more all power action overall more than woman at on. Women were set power less than event all profits. They must be look after children at home only. Then when we took minus data from family to analyze that should know about family crisis. Though, we should support happiness in family then could look for preventing Violence in the Family as classify to be 2 categories as follow,

1. Wife Battering
2. Child Abuse

(1) Wife Battering it was taken place all societies (Wife Battering). The cause of these violent come from family member druncker then continue to conflict and quarrel in family. If we let them go on until cannot solving and then cannot control finally. There were many scholars have
commented for violent took place because of many factors such as serious environment drunker and using more power from senior. Example husband who unsuccess for duty in social then they must do with nervous tension effect to wife and family member then if he was drunker must be done more violent. So that, we can summary about family violent took place when husband lack of status from social. He also failed power from outside then could not success any purpose then taking for doing in house. These cases must be continue studied by mean of take another factor for study too. Example social cultivate factor for psychology factor for social tension such as work less financial and the problems about healthy. There were mean factors for cause of chief of family interest for drinking and doing violent.

(2) Child Abuse then took place on various situations since because of poor have no chance then lack of basic factor for lifestyle example for food cloches residences and medicines for treatment until lovely warming as should have been in family.

Physical violent by mean force detain retard selling discard or starve by stray and without predestination. Some of them fragrances decimate and abortion because of not wanted. Some of countries have been war then children arm for doing soldier. They were been victim from combat since their age among 7-8 years old. Inhuman doing for children that scholars summarized cause from their comment due to social change. Social lack of regulation in family in clouding Urbanization too. So that, social abandon cultural value and fail for carry out one’s duty as cause more risk for children.

Making understanding for Family Studies, there were many scholars using much theory especially for structure and duty theories such as studies family divorce and some problems of family too. The present scholars were used Family Process to study by emphasize with Bronfenbrenner. They present persons and family happiness as were intricate then must be studied. Although, some general environment for family education should care that how it was the best way their lifestyle accordance with expected. Then family got success for all actions and have achievement as expecting by without all violent.

(3) The agreement for using power in family
   1) Rules determine and set decision for using by stable rules.
   2) Behavior action for changing by generously protection to each other and still and regularly.
   3) Look after minors and children then take care couple lives for household by efficiency and stable.
   4) Setting purpose of family as each member have participated.
   5) Having flexibility and adaptation then accept regular development and in clouding all situations as may take place by not unexpected.

Family as have good healthy by without violent. They should have been negotiated and make open for understanding by friendly. They should be accepting concept agreement to each other. They should be used accepting more than confliction. So that, Stages of a Marriage as to concern for important with this research could regarding one on behalf in family lives. There were mix factors for individual person in family and then for knowing relationship for Stages of a Marriage too.

II. The research objectives

1) To study family problems as lack of warming and still be living for solving problems and justice for family violent. It was be guide line for other society to interest for form studies as
infect for knowledge happiness harmony. Then it was been applying for solving problem lifestyle by all correctly and traditional too.

2) To campaign reduce leave give up vice as effect for family violent then to develop lives quality for societies to be national term. Then taking moral ethical of nation people to be awareness for human right according to good governances.

3) To concern education institute as relate with society has realized warming support and enhance benchmark for moral ethical to eliminate violent for family. It will favorable for way of life in family in future by happily.

III. Research methodology

A. RESEARCH DESIGN

This studying scope of research project has classified for 3 parts as follow,

1) Scope for matters mean study factor matter of each matter for each problem as cause of violent by questioners. Then hardship for present way for solving as concern with governance by suitable time. The commendation and understanding in problems as cause of violent and cleavage.

2) Scope for area mean all societies has been in Thapa subdistrict Bangkok Yai Bangkok as number 25 societies then each of 20 families.

3) Scope for target group which researcher define family within 25 societies. The example target group consist of chief of family chairman of societies each of 20 families.

B. Research Process

1) Individual factor as namely age occupation income education period for marriage and number of children have concern with attacked for physical of member in family.

2) Individual factor as namely age occupation income education period for marriage and number of children have concern with attacked for mental of member in family.

3) Relation in family has concern with attacked for physical of member in family.

4) Relation in family has concern with attacked for mental of member in family.

5) Recognition for right and duty has relation with attacked for physical of member in family.

6) Recognition right for lady’s role has relation with attacked for mental of member in family.

IV. Result

From this research result then may have result benefit expect found that at least 3 points

1) This research result will help us to know condition of problems cause of problems then solution ringer’s justice in family. Education studies commendation from each target societies conclude with situation for social environment and attitude value fashion. Then but lack of Dhamma principle from religion especially Buddhist. Because of Buddhist was good prototype for culture and traditional continue forever.

2) This research result will show to know how to study lifestyle in each society with all similarly and different points as reflect for plus and minus points life style society. There where been fundamental knowledge to educate and stop violent in family forever.

3) This research result will help to point out and support society member. They must be to contact for harmony mental development and cultivate for consciousness for children and teenage in societies. They must be known and avoid vices behavior as cause for family violent. They have to change their ethical for lifestyle in family all society also.
V. DISCUSSIONS

This research studies were for Study Factor according to the effect of Violence in family. Area population and target group were Thapa Societies. It was Survey Research and then present for this data analyze by classify 6 issues as follow,

**Part 1. General character example group,** it was described for general of them such as sex age education occupation family income, then period for marriage and number of children by using frequency and percentage.

**Part 2. Analyze for family relationship,** it was explain mean standard deviation and analysis by group reference. It was explained general example group according to independent and dependent variables.

**Part 3. Analyze for right and duty for families and societies,** researcher was conducted hypothesis according to equation by each one and explaining mean standard deviation.

**Part 4. Analyze for kind of violent as take place,** there were both physical and mental. It was got data as show by independent they explain by using mean and standard deviation.

**Part 5. Analyze for kind of mental violent as take place,** this result data was got from education variable and standard deviation. Then revel mean of violent as take place for mental of family members.

**Part 6. Result from hypothesis,** it was classified by data group to find relationship during age education occupation family income status period for marriage number of children. Relation of family for knowing right duty in family and society violent as take place.

9.1 For general data of example group. Collection data from example group, researcher take individual data to analyze for concluding general data by classify according to sex age education occupation family income period for marriage number of children.

**Sex,** percentage of answer question, it was classified according to answerers. There were women have more than men. Women were 256 persons calculate for 65.1, then for men were 137 persons calculate for 34.9.

**Age,** number and percentage of answerers classify according to age. There were found that the most ranking for 30-39 calculate at 39.4, then next for 40-49 years, calculate percentage 27.0. There were persons who have age 70 year up at the least calculated as 1.5.

**Education,** number and percentage of answerers classify according to revel of education at the most were primary revel calculate as 29.0. Then next were high school or vocational calculate as 27.0. Then the most answerers were bachelor degree be at least calculating as 1.3.

**Occupation,** number and percentage of answerers classify according to occupation calculating as 52.7, next below were housewife calculating as 17.5.

**Family income,** number and percentage of answerers classify according to family income. The most were answerers for family income were less than 15,000 Bath calculating as 57.0. Next below it was during a 15,000-24,999 Bath, calculating as 25.7. There were answerers has the least than during 35,000-44,999 Bath calculating as 2.0.

**Period for marriage / household,** number and percentage of answerers classify according to status of answerers. It was found that marriage calculating as 83.2. It was less next below mean divorce calculating as 9.9. Then answerers who where been widow the least calculating as 0.8.

**Number of children,** number and percentage of answerers classify according to number of children. There were the most have 2 children then calculating as 42.2. Then next 1 child calculating as 27.0. Then those who have not children the least as calculating as 11.7.
9.2 Result from analysis for knowing right duty for family member as total mean percentage as 0.62 (\( \bar{X} = 0.62 \)) at the most. By mean that revel for knowing right duty for family member and example society where been well.

9.3 Result from analysis violent for physical calculating as total mean percentage as 0.72 (\( \bar{X} = .72 \)) at the most. By mean that revel for violent for physical was still.

9.4 Result from analysis violent for mental as total mean percentage as 0.35 (\( \bar{X} = 0.35 \)) at the least. By mean that revel violent for mental was not violent.

This research studies were for Study Factor according to the effect of Violence in family. Area population and target group were Thapa Societies. It was Survey Research and then present for this data analyze by classify 6 issues recommendation as follow,

Part 1. General character example group, it was described for general of them such as sex age education occupation family income, then period for marriage and number of children by using frequency and percentage.

Part 2. Analyze for family relationship, it was explained mean standard deviation and analysis by group reference. It was explained general example group according to independent and dependent variables.

Part 3. Analyze for right and duty for families and societies, researcher was conducted hypothesis according to equation by each one and explaining mean standard deviation.

Part 4. Analyze for kind of violent as take place, there were both physical and mental. It was got data as show by independent they explain by using mean and standard deviation.

Part 5. Analyze for kind of mental violent as take place, this result data was got from education variable and standard deviation. Then revel mean of violent as take place for mental of family members.

Part 6. Result from hypothesis, it was classified by data group to find relationship during age education occupation family income status period for marriage number of children. Relation of family for knowing right duty in family and society violent as take place.

9.1 For general data of example group. Collection data from example group, researcher take individual data to analyze for concluding general data by classify according to sex age education occupation family income period for marriage number of children.

Sex, percentage of answer question, it was classified according to answerers. There were women have more than men. Women were 256 persons calculate for 65.1, then for men were 137 persons calculate for 34.9.

Age, number and percentage of answerers classify according to age. There were found that the most ranking for 30-39 calculate at 39.4, then next for 40-49 years, calculate percentage 27.0. There were persons who have age 70 year up at the least calculated as 1.5.

Education, number and percentage of answerers classify according to revel of education at the most were primary revel calculate as 29.0. Then next were high school or vocational calculate as 27.0. Then the most answerers were bachelor degree be at least calculating as 1.3.

Occupation, number and percentage of answerers classify according to occupation calculating as 52.7, next below were housewife calculating as 17.5.

Family income, number and percentage of answerers classify according to family income. The most were answerers for family income were less than 15,000 Bath calculating as 57.0. Next below it was during a 15,000-24,999 Bath, calculating as 25.7. There were answerers has the least than during 35,000-44,999 Bath calculating as 2.0.
Period for marriage / household, number and percentage of answerers classify according to status of answerers. It was found that marriage calculating as 83.2. It was less next below mean divorce calculating as 9.9. Then answerers who where been widow the least calculating as 0.8.

Number of children, number and percentage of answerers classify according to number of children. There were the most have 2 children then calculating as 42.2. Then next 1 child calculating as 27.0. Then those who have not children the least as calculating as 11.7.

9.2 Result from analysis for knowing right duty for family member as total mean percentage as 0.62 ($\bar{X} = 0.62$) at the most. By mean that revel for knowing right duty for family member and example society where been well.

9.3 Result from analysis violent for physical calculating as total mean percentage as 0.72 ($\bar{X} = .72$) at the most. By mean that revel for violent for physical was still.

9.4 Result from analysis violent for mental as total mean percentage as 0.35 ($\bar{X} = 0.35$) at the least. By mean that revel violent for mental was not violent.

VI. Recommendations

A. Recommendations for Practices

1) Governors should have yearly budget to support and look after family still and without family violent.

2) All organizations should have participated for watching life Styr for social and societies.

3) All human being must be having all right equality so that, there were should equal lives by themselves too.

B. Recommendations for Practices

1) Suggestion for next research should be combined Buddhist theory and good governances to be concerned with curriculum for children studies more and more.

CONCLUSION

Item was “Study Factor according to the effect of Violence in family” for 3 objectives as follow,

1) To study problems as family who lack of warming then still have the way for solving family violent. It was affected for knowledge peach love harmony which can be applied for lifestyle solving by correctly according to good traditional.

2) To campaign for reduce leave give up vices as cause for doing violent. Then lifestyle people in society to be national term. Therefore, enhancing moral and ethical by emphasize for human right then running along be good governance.

3) To study relationship with society by emphasize warming’ There were supporting with moral ethical for get rid of violent from family violent as take place in social for future lives by happily.

Summarizes according to Mapping as follow,

Happiness Family within the household life
Truthfulness, Training, Patience, Sacrifice
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